FBI

Date: 4/22/70

Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTOL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-30067)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-88368) (P)

SUBJECT: JOHN PITTMAN
SECURITY MATTER - C
(NATIONAL COMMITTEE)

Enclosed are eight copies of an LHM relating to the travel of PITTMAN to Russia and Laos.

The NYO will advise upon PITTMAN's return to the US.

First source: NY 694-S*
Second source: NY 7828-PSI

This LHM has been classified "Confidential" since the unauthorized disclosure of the identities of the sources could adversely effect the national defense interests.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Bureau (100-30067) (ENCLS. 8) (RM)
1-New York (134-3828) (INV) (331)
1-New York (100-88368) (44)

EMN: fam
(5)

Copy to State Clerk Yoak
by routing slip for WOIC, 38
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Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per